
 
 
 
 

 
 

Coming up next week…13/3/2023 

 

We would like to confirm that homework will be 

collected on Thursday and not Monday.  

Apologies for the confusion! 

 
Don’t forget that it is Red Nose Day this Friday (17th) and that the children 

are invited to wear something red or something from the Red Nose Day 

campaign along with their school uniform. We are planning to have a 

laughathon on the day and would like the children to learn a funny joke to 

share with the class. Please can they learn and practise their joke ready 

for Friday.   

 

Correction to date- To finish our dinosaur topic and celebrate all the 

wonderful learning the children have done – we would like to invite 

parents/carers to come and view our dinosaur museum on Thursday 30th 

March at 2.30pm.   

 

We would appreciate donations of bottle tops and lids eg pringle lids, metal 

jar lids, laundry liquid pourer lids. 

 
Learning in school: 

Theme for the Term: Dangerous Dinosaurs! 
We are going back in time to widen our knowledge about dinosaurs. We will be looking 

at the similarities and differences between the dinosaurs, their size and features. We 

will also be learning facts using non-fiction books and learning how to look after 

dinosaurs.  

 

Theme for the Week: ‘What have we learnt about dinosaurs?” 

 



This week, we will be recapping over facts we have learnt and will be learning more 

facts about some different dinosaurs.  We will be learning to retrieve answers from a 

short text and then will be working on creating our own information booklets/ fact 

files about a dinosaur.  The children will be focusing on using finger spaces between 

words and full stops to finish a sentences.   

Phonics: 

This week we will be continuing to practise reading longer words and will also be 

learning to read words ending with ‘ing’ and compound words (two words that you can 

put together to make a new word) e.g. farmyard- farm/yard or lunchbox-lunch/box. 

Maths: 

We will be learning all about length and height. The children will be learning to use 

correct terminology e.g. ‘longer and shorter’ for length and ‘taller and shorter’ for 

height.  
 

Additional notes and reminders 

Maths homework: the maths homework for this half term is focused around 

domino games, please complete a different game each week.  

There will also be a phonics homework sheet. 
Class email addresses: 

turtles@mead.surrey.sch.uk 

starfish@mead.surrey.sch.uk 

jellyfish@mead.surrey.sch.uk  

 

 

Please note that as the week progresses it is sometimes necessary to change what is 

planned to meet the learning needs of the children and therefore changes to the above 

may occur. 
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